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Full-Brain T1 Mapping through Inversion Recovery Fast
Spin Echo Imaging with Time-Efﬁcient Slice Ordering
David C. Zhu1* and Richard D. Penn2
Brain T1 mapping has important clinical applications in detecting brain disorders. Conventional T1 mapping techniques are
usually based on inversion recovery spin echo (IRSE) imaging or
its more time-efﬁcient counterpart inversion recovery fast spin
echo (IRFSE) imaging because they can deliver good image
quality. Multiple inversion times are required to accurately estimate T1 over a wide range of values. Without acquisition optimization, both the IRSE and the IRFSE T1 mapping techniques
require long scan times to image the whole brain. To reduce the
scan time and maintain the quality of the T1 maps, we propose
a new full-brain T1 mapping pulse sequence based on a multislice inversion recovery fast spin echo imaging using a timeefﬁcient slice ordering technique. Magn Reson Med 54:
725–731, 2005. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Brain T1 mapping is important in detecting brain pathology. Conventional T1 mapping techniques are usually
based on inversion recovery spin echo (IRSE) imaging or
its more time-efﬁcient counterpart inversion recovery fast
spin echo (IRFSE) imaging because they can deliver good
image quality. Multiple inversion times are required to
accurately estimate T1 over a wide range of values. Without acquisition optimization, both the IRSE and the IRFSE
T1 mapping techniques require long scan times to image
the whole brain. The new technique introduced here is to
optimize the acquisition. It combines the time-efﬁcient
slice ordering (TESO) method similar to that proposed by
Clare and Jezzard (1) and the good image quality of IRFSE
(2). This combination should make high-quality full-brain
T1 mapping possible in a busy clinical environment. This
development is valuable for clinical diagnosis and for the
quantitative assessments of brain water under pathologic
conditions like cerebral edema, hydrocephalus, and stroke
(3–5). Our new T1 mapping technique (TESO-IRFSE) has
been evaluated with phantom and human studies on 3and 1.5-T MRI systems.
METHODS
Pulse Sequence Design
IRFSE T1 mapping, like other T1 mapping techniques,
requires multiple inversion times (TI) to accurately esti-
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mate T1 over a wide range of values (1,3,4,6 –9). Its conventional implementation follows a process of spin inversion, “waiting” for a TI time, and then data acquisition.
The waiting time is the major cause of the long scan time
for full-brain T1 mapping. The TESO method is designed
to minimize the waiting time but maintain the wide-range
of TI choices suitable for accurate T1 calculation.
The TESO-IRFSE technique is demonstrated in Fig. 1.
Six TI steps (six TI choices for T1 map generation) are used
to generate T1 maps at 12 slice locations. Six TI steps
require six slice-ordering schemes. For each slice-ordering
scheme, each train of slice acquisition starts with a nonselective Silver–Hoult adiabatic inversion RF pulse that
provides a uniform inversion of spins even in the presence
of a nonuniform B1 ﬁeld (10) and inverts spins within the
entire sensitive volume of the head transmit coil. The use
of nonselective inversion removes the slice proﬁle mismatch problem that is common in T1 calculation (8). After
a ﬁxed time delay (the ﬁrst TI choice for some slices),
acquisition starts with a multislice fast spin echo (FSE)
pulse sequence. The 90° excitation and 180° refocusing RF
pulses are time-truncated sinc pulses. After all phase encoding steps are completed with the ﬁrst slice-ordering
scheme, data are acquired with the second slice-ordering
scheme. Data acquisition continues in the same fashion
with the other four slice-ordering schemes. The TI increment is equal to the time between every other two slice
acquisition lengths, each of which equals the time of repetition (TR) divided by the total number of slices. At each
slice location, six images at different TI choices are acquired. For a general protocol design, the TESO-IRFSE
technique requires that the total number of slices be equal
to the multiplication of the number of TI steps by the
number of slices in each TI increment.
Multiple echoes are acquired after each spin excitation
in FSE imaging. Due to T2 decay, image blurring is a
common issue. It becomes more pronounced with the increase of echo train time and translates into an imprecise
T1 calculation. To reduce image blurring, a minimum TE
(time of echo), which is equal to the echo spacing (ESP), is
always selected in the TESO-IRFSE technique to achieve a
symmetric k space acquisition. This selection also allows
the center of k space to be located at the beginning of the
echo train and thus maximizes the signal intensity and
equivalently the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). A simpler
method to reduce FSE image blurring is to reduce the
overall echo train time (ETL 䡠 ESP) by choosing a shorter
echo train length (ETL) and/or a shorter ESP through a
higher receiver bandwidth (11). A shorter ETL, however,
reduces the scan time efﬁciency and a higher receiver
bandwidth leads to lower SNR. The choice of an ETL of 4
with a receiver bandwidth of ⫾31.25 kHz appears to be a
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FIG. 1. Three of the six TI steps (TI1, TI2,
TI3, TI4, TI5, and TI6) for the ﬁrst and third
slices are illustrated. Six slice-ordering
schemes, with three of them shown, are
needed to complete the six TI steps.

reasonable compromise. The choice of a proper ETL has
also been discussed by Deoni et al. for T1 mapping (9).
The existing multislice FSE echo train (12) is modiﬁed
to replace the single gradient spoiler by a dual gradient
spoiler at the end of each echo train (Fig. 2). Speciﬁcally,
the ﬁrst gradient spoiler is applied to dephase the net
transverse magnetization. Then a 90° RF pulse is applied
to nutate the recovered longitudinal magnetization back to
the transverse plane. A gradient spoiler is applied again to
dephase the transverse magnetization. The purpose of the
dual spoiler is to have the longitudinal magnetization recovery restarting at zero; modeling the longitudinal magnetization evolution becomes simpler after reducing the
dependency on the nature of the echo train, such as the
unknown effective RF ﬂip angles. The effective ﬂip angles
often deviate from the intended angles due to slice proﬁle
imperfection and tissue dielectric effects (13).
T1 Calculation
The T1 at a voxel or region of interest (ROI) is calculated
based on the longitudinal magnetization recovery curve.
Assuming the dual gradient spoiler performs as expected,
the longitudinal magnetization right before the application
of the nonselective inversion RF pulse is
M Before_IR ⫽ M0 共1 ⫺ e⫺T SP_to before IR/T 兲,
1

where M0 ⫽ the longitudinal magnetization under fully
relaxed conditions, and TSP_to_Before_IR ⫽ the time between

the end of the dual gradient spoiler and the application of
the nonselective RF pulse.
Right before the 90° acquisition RF pulse is applied, the
longitudinal magnetization is,
M acq ⫽ M0 共1 ⫺ e⫺TI/T 1兲 ⫺ finv 䡠 MBefore_IR 䡠 e⫺TI/T 1,
where finv ⫽ the effective spin inversion fraction. The finv
is applied separately for different voxels or ROIs to accommodate the slice inversion variations due to system imperfection and tissue dielectric effects (13).
Thus,

冋

册

M acq ⫽ M0 共1 ⫺ e⫺TI/T 1兲 ⫺ finv 䡠 共1 ⫺ e⫺T SP_to_Before_IR/T 1兲 䡠 e⫺TI/T 1 .
[1]
Then the voxel or ROI signal measured at the time of echo
(TE) is
S ⫽ k 䡠 M acq 䡠 e⫺TE/T 2,
where k ⫽ a scaling constant that is dependent on the
hardware, scan setting, and image reconstruction.
Thus,
S ⫽ k 䡠 M 0 䡠 e ⫺TE/T 2

冋

册

䡠 共1 ⫺ e⫺TI/T 1兲 ⫺ finv 䡠 共1 ⫺ e⫺T SP_to_Before_IR/T 1兲 䡠 e⫺TI/T 1 .
The dependency on k, M0, TE, and T2 is removed by the
normalization process based on the ratio of
R i_longest ⫽
⫽

FIG. 2. The TESO-IRFSE T1 mapping sequence echo train.

S共i兲
S(longest)

共1 ⫺ e ⫺TI共i兲/T 1兲 ⫺ finv䡠(1⫺e⫺T SP_to_Before_IR共i兲/T 1) 䡠 e⫺TI共i兲/T 1
,
共1 ⫺ e⫺TI(longest)/T 1兲 ⫺ finv
⫺T SP_to_Before_IR(longest)/T 1
⫺TI(longest)/T 1
䡠(1⫺e
)䡠e

[2]

where i and “longest” are indices referring to the ith and
the longest TI conditions, respectively, with i ⫽ 1, 2, 3,. . .,
longest.
Magnitude images are used for T1 map generation. The
curve ﬁtting is based on the comparison between
the expected and measured absolute signal ratio,
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Table 1
Phantom T1 Comparison Study between IRSE and TESO-IRFSE at 3T
Scan time/phantom

T2 (ms)

T1 (ms) from IRSE

T1 (ms) from TESO-IRFSE
with 3s TR 2 ETL

T1 (ms) from TESO-IRFSE
with 3s TR 4 ETL

T1 (ms) from TESO-IRFSE
with 4s TR 8 ETL

91.6 ⫾ 0.3
95.8 ⫾ 0.6
59.1 ⫾ 0.9
74.6 ⫾ 0.5
78.4 ⫾ 1.0
105.6 ⫾ 0.6

1 slice
6 ⫻ (5 min 50 s)
612
756
976
964
1412
1460

12 slices
20 min 15 s
607 ⫾ 11 (⫺0.82%)†
757 ⫾ 13 (0.13%)
961 ⫾ 11 (⫺1.59%)
960 ⫾ 22 (⫺0.47%)
1390 ⫾ 38 (⫺1.56%)
1450 ⫾ 32 (⫺0.72%)

12 slices
10 min 27 s
602 ⫾ 12 (⫺1.72%)
751 ⫾ 9 (⫺0.66%)
951 ⫾ 10 (⫺2.61%)
947 ⫾ 15 (⫺1.76%)
1359 ⫾ 21 (⫺3.75%)
1433 ⫾ 29 (⫺1.85%)

12 slices
6 min 32 s
597 ⫾ 7 (⫺2.53%)
749 ⫾ 4 (⫺0.93%)
941 ⫾ 8 (⫺3.64%)
932 ⫾ 11 (⫺3.32%)
1338 ⫾ 20 (⫺5.24%)
1422 ⫾ 12 (⫺2.60%)

Scan time
2.0
1.5
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5

mM
mM
mM
mM
mM
mM

2⫹

Ni ,
Ni2⫹,
Ni2⫹,
Ni2⫹,
Ni2⫹,
Ni2⫹,

0.95% agarose*
0.95% agarose
2% agarose
1.5% agarose
1.5% agarose
0.95% agarose

*Agarose is in weight/volume %.
†
The T1 % difference compared to IRSE is indicated inside parentheses after each T1 value.

Ri_longest,theory and Ri_longest,measure, respectively, at a
voxel or ROI. The T1 and finv are obtained when the
longest ⫺ 1
minimum ¥ i⫽1
兩|R i_longest,measure| ⫺ | R i_longest,theory|兩 is
reached.
Phantom and Human Subject Evaluation Studies
The TESO-IRFSE pulse sequence has been implemented
on GE Signa 3- and 1.5-T MR imagers equipped with
standard quadrature birdcage head coils (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA). A phantom veriﬁcation study
with three different choices of ETL (2, 4, and 8) was ﬁrst
done on a 3-T system and compared against the traditional
single-slice IRSE T1 mapping technique (also with nonselective spin inversion), which is often utilized as a standard when a new T1 mapping technique is developed
(7,9). The phantoms were prepared in 250-mL plastic bottles with various concentrations of agarose and nickel
chloride (NiCl2) to achieve various T1 and T2 characteristics. Potassium sorbate (0.1 wt/vol %) was added to each
bottle as a preservative. All images were collected with a
matrix size of 256 ⫻ 128, a 4-mm slice thickness with
4-mm gaps, and a 28-cm ﬁeld of view (FOV). The IRSE
protocol had TE ⫽ 15 ms, TR ⫽ 2.5 s, receiver bandwidth ⫽ ⫾15.63 kHz, and TI ⫽ 100, 400, 700, 1000, 1300,
and 1600 ms. The TESO-IRFSE protocols had 12 slices,
TE ⫽ 8.1 ms, receiver bandwidth ⫽ ⫾31.25 kHz, and 50 ms
between the spin inversion and the start of the multislice
FSE echo train (equal to TI1 in Fig. 1); for ETL ⫽ 2 or 4,
TR ⫽ 3 s; for ETL ⫽ 8, TR ⫽ 4 s. The T2 values were also
evaluated through a semi-log linear regression technique
based on the multislice SE images collected at four different
TE choices (20, 70, 120, and 170 ms) at the same slice locations with the same slice thickness, slice gaps, and matrix
size; the other parameters were TR ⫽ 3 s and receiver bandwidth ⫽ ⫾15.63 kHz. Additionally, the effect of slice gap size
on T1 estimation was also evaluated with the slice gap increased to 8 mm from 4 mm for the 4-ETL protocol.
For IRSE T1 mapping, the same image signal normalization
process as for IRFSE was applied to remove the dependency
on k, M0, TE, and T2. The expected theoretical signal ratio
was calculated faithfully according to the longitudinal magnetization evolution, also taking into consideration the effect
of the 180° refocusing RF pulse on the longitudinal magnetization. Then T1 and finv were obtained based on the same
curve ﬁtting procedure as described for IRFSE.
Twelve normal subject studies (7 males, 5 females, and
34.3 ⫾ 9.4 years old) were done with the 4-ETL TESO-

IRFSE and 24-cm FOV (other parameters were the same as
the phantom study) on the 3-T system. Five normal subjects (3 males, 2 females, 43.4 ⫾ 9.0 years old) were
scanned on the 1.5-T system with the same protocol to
verify the applicability of the TESO-IRFSE technique to
lower ﬁeld strengths. All volunteers signed the consent
forms of research agreement that had been approved by the
Institutional Review Board at the University of Chicago.
On the 3-T system, 3 of these subjects were imaged ﬁrst
with the 4-ETL protocol and then were imaged again with
the 2-ETL and 8-ETL protocols at the same slice locations.
The potential underestimation or overestimation of the T1
value was evaluated when a long ETL protocol was used.
After about 40 min, images were acquired again with the
4-ETL protocol to evaluate the reproducibility. The effects
of slice gap and ESP on T1 estimation were further evaluated on the 1.5-T system with 3 subjects and on the 3T
system with 5 subjects. As with the phantom study, this
comparison utilized the 4-ETL protocol. Images were collected with the slice gap increased to 8 mm. With the
4-mm gap size, images were then collected with the ESP
and TE increased to 15 ms.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the phantom T1 comparison study between
IRSE and TESO-IRFSE at 3 T. With the TESO-IRFSE technique, the scan time efﬁciency is much improved, for
example, from a total of 35 min for one slice when the IRSE
protocol was used to 10.45 min for 12 slices (or 0.87 min
per slice) when the TESO-IRFSE 4-ETL protocol was used.
The phantoms were prepared with a T2 range from approximately 59 to 106 ms and a T1 range of approximately 610
to 1460 ms, which are within the ranges for brain tissue
(14). For all TESO-IRFSE protocols, the T1 measurements
from the 2-ETL protocol were closest to those from the
IRSE, with a maximum variation of only 1.59% (at the T2
of 59.1 ms) and a mean variation of only 0.88%. The T1
measurements from the 2-ETL protocol can thus reasonably be considered the true T1. For the 4-ETL and 8-ETL
protocols, the maximum variations are 3.75 and 5.24% (at
the T2 of 78.4 ms), and the mean variations are 2.06 and
3.04%, respectively. T1 underestimation appears to increase with ETL. The T1 underestimation is even higher
for brain tissue, especially at 3 T (Table 2). Correction for
the T1 underestimation can be made based on the experimental data from human brains.
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Table 2
Normal Head Studies with the 4-ETL TESO-IRFSE Protocol and Comparison with Literature

T1 (ms) at 3T before
correction*
Corrected T1 (ms) at 3T†
T1 (ms) at 1.5T**
T1 (ms) at 3T from
Wansapura et al. (14)
T1 (ms) at 1.5T from the
“gold standard”
technique in Steen et
al. (6)
T1 (ms) at 1.5T from the
PAIR technique in
Steen et al. (6)

Frontal
white
matter

Posterior
white
matter

Genu of
corpus
callosum

Splenium
of
corpus
callosum

Head of
caudate
nucleus

Putamen

710 ⫾ 23
761 ⫾ 25
568 ⫾ 27

737 ⫾ 20
791 ⫾ 22
592 ⫾ 21

675 ⫾ 30
724 ⫾ 33
543 ⫾ 25

695 ⫾ 22
746 ⫾ 24
565 ⫾ 17

1110 ⫾ 38
1190 ⫾ 41
924 ⫾ 28

1053 ⫾ 39
1129 ⫾ 42
854 ⫾ 13

555 ⫾ 17

606 ⫾ 21

546 ⫾ 28

588 ⫾ 19

544 ⫾ 24

565 ⫾ 21

Thalamus

White
matter of
brain
overall

Gray
matter of
brain
overall

965 ⫾ 34
1034 ⫾ 37
782 ⫾ 19

737 ⫾ 20
790 ⫾ 21
593 ⫾ 17

1325 ⫾ 40
1421 ⫾ 43
1106 ⫾ 52

832 ⫾ 10

1331 ⫾ 13

948 ⫾ 32

834 ⫾ 19

774 ⫾ 16

1170 ⫾ 43

928 ⫾ 26

817 ⫾ 51

758 ⫾ 24

1013 ⫾ 62

*Based on 12 subjects.
†
T1 after applying the correction equation (Eq. (3)).
**Based on ﬁve subjects.

Using 9 ROIs (see Table 2) on three subjects (a total of
27 ROIs), the 4-ETL and 8-ETL T1 measurements differ
from the 2-ETL measurements by 6.71 ⫾ 1.39 and 11.7 ⫾
2.3%, respectively. A clear linear relationship between
the longitudinal relaxation rate R1 (⫽1/T1) obtained from the
4-ETL or 8-ETL protocol and that from the 2-ETL protocol
was also found based on these ROIs (Fig. 3). To reduce the T1
underestimation, the R1 measured from other two protocols
can be converted to the equivalent measurement with the
2-ETL protocol through these linear relationships based on
the results of linear regression,
R 1_2ETL ⫽ 6.57 ⫻ 10⫺4 ⫹ 0.932 ⫻ R1_4ETL,

[3]

with a standard error of estimate of 1.33%, and

FIG. 3. The R1 linear relationship between 2-ETL and 4-ETL or
8-ETL protocols.

R 1_2ETL ⫽ ⫺ 0.0314 ⫹ 0.909 ⫻ R1_8ETL,

[4]

with a standard error of estimate of 2.48%, where
R1_2ETL ⫽ the corrected R1 measurement equivalent to
the 2-ETL protocol, R1_4ETL ⫽ the R1 measurement directly from the 4-ETL protocol before correction, and
R1_8ETL ⫽ the R1 measurement directly from the 8-ETL
protocol before correction. The low standard error of
estimate of 1.33% suggests that the conversion of T1
from the 4-ETL to 2-ETL protocol is highly reliable. The
2.48% standard error of estimate suggests that Eq. [4] is
still reasonably reliable for the T1 conversion from the
8-ETL to the 2-ETL protocol.
Besides a long ETL, narrow slice gap size can cause
the underestimation of T1. For the 4-ETL protocol, reducing the slice gap size from 8 to 4 mm leads to a T1
reduction of 2.33 ⫾ 0.27% in white matter and 3.40 ⫾
2.50% in gray matter at 1.5 T (based on three normal
subjects), a T1 reduction of 4.53 ⫾ 0.45% in white matter
and 5.24 ⫾ 1.55% in gray matter at 3 T (based on ﬁve
normal subjects), and only 0.901 ⫾ 0.468% for the
gel phantoms at 3 T. The ESP contribution to the T1
underestimation was negligible. Less than 1% reduction
in gray and white matter overall was measured due to
the increase of ESP from 8.1 to 15 ms at both ﬁeld
strengths.
The TESO-IRFSE technique is highly sensitive to tissue
T1 difference. For example, a T1 difference between the
frontal and posterior white matter was found, as previously observed by other groups (3,6). The technique has
also shown be highly reproducible. The retest with the
4-ETL protocol shows a variation (the absolute difference)
of 0.909 ⫾ 0.626% from the 7 ROIs (as in Table 2) of the
three subjects (a total of 21 ROIs).
The effective spin inversion fraction finv in Eq. [1] was
found to vary among tissue types and ﬁeld strengths, based
on data from three subjects at 1.5 T and another three
subjects at 3 T, both with the 4-ETL 8-mm gap protocol.
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FIG. 4. Three of the 12 T1 maps obtained
with the TESO-IRFSE technique at 3 T: (a) T1
maps generated directly from images obtained with the 4-ETL protocol, (b) after the
application of the T1 correction equation (Eq.
[3]) to (a), (c) T1 maps generated directly from
images obtained with the 8-ETL protocol,
and (d) after the application of the T1 correction equation (Eq. [4]) to (c).

For each subject study, the transmit gain was optimized to
achieve “perfect” inversion. At 1.5 T, the finv values were
found to be 90.9 ⫾ 1.1% for white matter, 93.6 ⫾ 0.3% for
gray matter, and 98.2 ⫾ 0.6% for cerebrospinal ﬂuid. At
3 T, the corresponding values were 86.9 ⫾ 0.6, 91.4 ⫾ 0.4,
and 98.0 ⫾ 0.6%.
High-quality T1 maps from the 4-ETL and 8-ETL protocols have been generated (Fig. 4). The corrected T1 maps
from 4-ETL and 8-ETL protocols based on Eqs. [3] and [4]
also demonstrate the applicability of the conversion to
achieve more accurate T1 maps. These T1 maps qualitatively show the same tissue contrast across all four cases at
the same slice locations.
DISCUSSION
The results demonstrate that the proposed TESO-IRFSE
technique is capable of providing precise and highly re-

producible T1 maps with an efﬁcient usage of scan time. A
standard IRSE technique takes 35 min to collect the necessary data for one slice. With TESO-IRFSE, the 8-ETL
protocol requires only 6 min 32 s to study 12 slices, and
the 4-ETL protocol requires only 10 min 27 s to study 12
slices. In both protocols, we scanned 12 4-mm-thick slices
with gaps of 4 mm. To study the full brain with no gaps, a
second set of 12 slices is collected to ﬁll the gaps. The
resulting total scan time is 13 min 4 s for the 8-ETL protocol and 20 min 54 s for the 4-ETL protocol. This is less
than 1/40 of the scan time necessary using the standard
IRSE technique that provides a similar T1 map SNR. This
scan time efﬁciency has been achieved by taking advantage of the difference in slice acquisition time. Although
the slice acquisition always starts with the same short
delay after the nonselective RF inversion, the slices are
affected by different TIs. By sorting the order of the slice
acquisition properly, various TI values can be obtained for
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T1 mapping. To further improve the scan time efﬁciency
for full-brain coverage, a longer ETL, more slices, and a
reduced number of TI choices can also be used, but the
accuracy and precision of the protocol should be evaluated
and the values might need to be corrected. The minimum
scan time is ultimately limited by the fact that FSE requires RF refocusing pulses, compared to the full-brain EPI
based technique by Clare and Jezzard (1). If only a few
slices are imaged, the scan time efﬁciency of the TESOIRFSE technique might be reduced. This is because the
technique requires the total number of slices to be equal to
the multiplication of the number of TI steps by the number
of slices in each TI increment.
The TESO-IRFSE technique has been designed to take
advantage of high-quality spin echo images that are much
less prone to magnetic ﬁeld inhomogeneity than the gradient-echo images that are used in the Look and Locker or
other approaches. This feature obviously becomes advantageous when magnetic ﬁeld homogeneity is an issue. The
TESO-IRFSE technique uses 90° excitation RF pulses,
which maximize the image SNR, compared to excitation
RF pulses with low ﬂip angles that are used in the Look
and Locker approach (7).
Brain T1 values are systematically underestimated in the
proposed TESO-IRFSE technique in both 1.5- and 3-T
ﬁelds. The T1 measurements by Steen at al (6). at 1.5 T and
by Wansapura at el. at 3 T (14) were accompanied by
vigorous veriﬁcation steps and thus are included in Table
2 for comparison. The T1 brain values measured by us at
1.5 T (Table 2) show good agreement with the results of
Steen et al. (6), although they are slightly less than Steen’s
results using the “gold standard” technique (an IRSE
method with a 6-s TR and 12 TI steps). Both our measurements and those by Steen et al. are signiﬁcantly lower than
those of Breger et al. (15) with the white matter T1 values
in the range of 742–764 ms and also lower than those of
Vymazal et al. (16) with a white matter T1 value of 660 ⫾
51 ms. The T1 values (before correction) at 3 T with the
4-ETL protocol were obviously systematically lower than
those measured by other groups (1,14); a much closer
correspondence was obtained after applying the correction
equation (Eq. [3]). Although a longer ESP can contribute to
the T1 mapping imprecision due to image blurring, it was
not found to contribute to the T1 underestimation. This
underestimation is due to the assumption that spins at the
acquisition slice are not inﬂuenced by spins outside the
slice. One important factor is the interslice interference.
Speciﬁcally, the excitation and the refocusing RF pulses
do not have perfect slice proﬁles. Thus, the slices that are
acquired at the later part of the TR period can be excited by
small ﬂip angles due to neighbor slices that were acquired
earlier. If these spins are still at the negative half of the
recovery curve, they would recover faster. To reduce the
interslice interference, two approaches can be applied.
One is to reduce the ETL so that the frequency of smallﬂip-angle excitation is reduced. Using the protocol with a
slice gap of 4 mm, the T1 values at 4 ETL is 6.71 ⫾ 1.39%
less than those at 2 ETL in the brain. The other approach is
to choose a reasonable slice gap size. With the 4-ETL
protocol, reducing the gap size from 8 to 4 mm led to a T1
reduction of 4.53 ⫾ 0.45% in white matter and 5.24 ⫾
1.55% in gray matter at 3 T. However, the slice gap size has
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a less effect with the gel phantom. The T1 value was
reduced by only 0.901 ⫾ 0.468% after the slice gap was
reduced from 8 to 4 mm. This difference is probably due to
perfusion, which is not present in the gel phantoms. In the
brain, due to the effect of perfusion, the spins at the acquisition slice constantly exchange with spins outside the
slice that are in different states of longitudinal magnetization. For a simple case with proximal saturation and with
the effect of magnetization transfer ignored, the apparent
or measured T1 (T1app) and the true T1 at an acquisition
slice have the relationship of
1
1
f
⫽
⫺ ,
T 1 T 1app 
where f/ ⫽ the perfusion effect (17). However, this simple
relationship cannot be applied directly to the more complicated situation when the TESO-IRFSE sequence is applied. The states of spin longitudinal magnetization are
different at the acquisition slice, the slice gap, and the
neighbor slices and also vary with the number of refocusing pulses applied (the ETL). Although the degree to
which each factor contributes to the underestimation of
the T1 cannot be quantiﬁed by a simple correction algorithm, the total underestimation is small. The simple T1
relationship to perfusion above can be expanded to model
the relationship between the true T1 and T1app through a
ﬁrst degree of approximation,
1
A
⫽
⫹ B,
T 1 T 1app
where the “true” T1 can be obtained from a protocol with
a low T1 underestimation, such as the one with a short ETL
and/or large slice gaps. The A and B are constants to be
found through linear regression. In our study, we treated
the T1 obtained with the 2-ETL protocol as the true T1. The
resulting linear relationship was used to correct our measurements with protocols having higher numbers of ETL.
The same anatomic regions were compared. Although a
complete correction cannot be assumed, the degree of underestimation has been reduced signiﬁcantly. The low
standard errors of estimate of these conversions (Eqs. [3]
and [4]) also validate this approach. An alternative approach for the conversion is to apply the linear regression
directly between T1 and T1app. The standard errors of
estimate in fact were still low, but are not as good as the
other approach (1.84% versus 1.33% for the 4- to 2-ETL
linear regression and 2.64% versus 2.48% for the 8- to
2-ETL linear regression).
The effective spin inversion fraction finv in Eq. [1] was
found to vary due to tissue types and ﬁeld strengths, and it
is certainly less than 100% if the RF transmitting gain was
not optimized to deliver a “perfect” ﬂip angle during the
scan tuning step. To calculate T1 accurately by curve ﬁtting, therefore, it was important to include finv, even
though an adiabatic inversion pulse was used. Our ﬁnding
agrees with those of Clare and Jezzard. (1). In choosing the
TR, a sufﬁcient signal recovery time after the spin inversion should be considered, and the range of TI choices
resulting from the choice of TR should reasonably map the
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longitudinal magnetization recovery curve appropriate for
the brain tissue T1. The 3-T system offers an improved
SNR and thus can improve the precision of T1 mapping
over the 1.5-T system. However, the TESO-IRFSE technique proposed here applies RF pulses frequently and thus
scan time efﬁciency may be limited in some cases by the
higher RF power deposition at 3 T.
Our TESO-IRFSE technique has successfully increased
the scan time efﬁciency compared to the conventional
IRSE and IRFSE T1 mapping techniques, and it produces
precise and highly reproducible full-brain T1 maps. The
accuracy can be improved using linear correction methods. We are now applying this technique to brain water
content measurements under pathologic conditions.
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